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Making One Out of Many: Quantum Physics and the Senses 
by 
Sarah Moskoff 
Quantum physics most blatantly challenges our usual ways of reasoning by going against 
much of what is basic to the foundation of Classical and Modern Physics. Two aspects of quantum 
theory which demonstrate this are the inseparability of the observer from the observed when 
observation actually occurs, and the irrefutable presence of many possible paths an event must 
have participated in to be in its present state. Both of these points demand that we not only 
radically change the way we have thought about our world in the past, and hence, our logic, but 
also that we reconsider the importance of our sentient involvement in this world. 
If quantum theory says that our human senses are involved in the very process of discovery 
from which science has always tried to disconnect them, then it also says that we have misused 
our human logic. And if we were wrong in the way we rationally perceived the world to be, then 
we may have been wrong in doubting the validity of the senses as well. Quantum theory requires 
the acknowledgement that the observer's physically decisive presence is no less crucial in 
measuring an objective phenomenon than the most precise of instruments. In this way quantum 
physics demands that our intellectual latticework reintroduce the senses as part of its format. 
Specifically, the senses are given new credence by our recognition of the observer's essential role 
in experimentation. But more indirectly and much more profoundly, quantum theory caused a 
break in the foundation of Classical Physics, and by doing so, questioned our logic and paved the 
way for further inquiry into all that we had taken in and rejected along the way. 
We once lived sensuously. Early man believed in his sensory life, because it helped him to 
survive in the world. But as he developed his sense of reasoning, he sometimes found disagree-
ment between the two. Where he had once thought that the world was flat, his mathematical 
discoveries proved his senses wrong and affirmed his reason as true. Long ago, people also 
thought that their planet stood still, while all others moved around it. This too, was proved wrong 
by their mighty reason. Thus, it seemed there was not only disagreement between sensory 
perception and rational thought, but the latter became preeminent. Whether it was because 
reason was embraced over sensory knowing, or just because human logic is faulty, is irrelevant. 
What does become important is that what has recently shown our logical ways to be false, has also 
shown our sensual life to be necessary and ineradicable for the having and knowing of a material 
world. 
One of the first notions which riveted my attention when I began studying physics, was the 
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statement: "Physics is the endeavor to reach behind the veil of the senses and arrive at truths 
about the physical world in which we live." My reaction to this notion was to ask, "Are the senses 
really a veil behind which appear the realities of the world? Or are they not an aperture through 
which, with careful attention, we can view the full spectrum of reality?" The answer is, of course, 
not simple, and can be both "yes" and "no." Yes, sentient life is an aperture, for even the most 
inhuman of instruments which can measure some property must itself be read, and it is we, with 
our human senses, that read the instruments. We take the final measurement; we are the instru-
ment for all instruments. 
This is the first, most basic and startling finding of quantum mechanics. It affirms the 
presence of the human faculty inherently within all systems of measurement, and shows that the 
human participation in every aspect of the world cannot be removed nor isolated from any of them. 
Werner Heisenberg expresses eloquently what we can no longer deny since the advent of 
Quantum theory: 
In this way quantum theory reminds us ... of the old wisdom that when 
searching for harmony in life one must never forget that in the drama of 
existence we are ourselves both players and spectators. It is understandable 
that in our scientific relation to nature our own activity becomes very 
important when we have to deal with parts of nature into which we can 
penetrate only by using the most elaborate tools. (Physics 58) 
Even in scientific endeavor we find that the world and our human place in it are too interconnected 
to be separated. 
The foundation upon which all of scientific inquiry had been laid until the advent of quantum 
theory, was the aspiration to isolate an "objective" system, as separate and distinct from the 
dynamic subjectivity of the human system. In this way, Newtonian scientists hoped to eliminate 
all variables and to predict to the most precise detail future events out of past experience; they 
wanted to discover constants in the physical world which would be natural laws, and would rule 
the way in which we define our physical reality. Quantum theory challenges this notion by 
requiring that the observer be recognized as an intrinsic constituent of the system being 
measured. "Clearly the world that a person actually experiences cannot be totally objective, 
because we experience the world by interacting with it. The act of experience requires two com-
ponents: the observer and the observed" (Davies 108). 
The fact that we, as humans, initiate and eventually process each observation, is the most 
obvious way in which we participate in measurement and its result. But, says quantum theory, 
more profoundly still, we take part in determining what those results will be. The world is thus 
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not determinable by itself. We know, because every experiment which we can perform-whether 
sending a beam of light through one or two slits, or seeing how a photon behaves in a polarized 
state-retains a past of options which were multiple and which must have each participated in the 
final result. And if many different possibilities participated in what is happening now, we as the 
measurers, must have chosen some one option, in order for there to appear even one (rather than 
multiple) distinct result. In other words, if one event had in the past many potential states of being, 
then it must, even in the present, have a multiplicity of possible ways of being. Therefore, if it 
emerges in measurement as one unified, distinct result, we must have chosen this very one. 
The aspiration of Newtonian physics based its hopes on an actually 'objective' world apart 
from which we exist. It also looked at the past as a temporal chain of events and as a succession 
of singularly distinct moments; each moment of this sequence named one single phenomenon 
and led to another distinct and separate phenomenon. Since the world can no longer be seen as 
a 'succession of singularly distinct moments'-each moment as verifiable in the past as it is in the 
present-then we can no longer determine the world solely by objectifying methods. In other 
words, where Newtonian Physics believed the world to be completely determined, or capable of 
determination, by its unchanging objective life, and with precise and accurate measurements, 
Quantum Physics has shown us otherwise. Quantum theory says that, when we measure in one 
place to precise detail, we make broader and less precise all that which contributes to and is a part 
of the system we seek to know. 
Indeterminacy underlies much of the physical world: we cannot determine all of it. When we 
try to know one aspect, we are singling out one world from many, and thus continuing to be a part 
of the indefinite nature of the world; all cannot be definite all of the time. This, in a nut shell, is 
Heisenberg's Principle of Indeterminacy, and it gives to us a crucial point of Quantum Physics. 
The quantum world-view demands that each present moment be recognized as part of multiple 
histories, rather than as an effect in a determined system of sequential, causal events. Only if the 
world were existent completely apart from human life, and the Newtonian model correct, could 
the world be measured with complete determinacy. And this completely objective world, we have 
seen, is nonexistent. 
What is most crucial is not the 'either I or' -the world is one massive construct of our mind, 
or else it is completely objective and 'out there'; our reality is not one or the other. What is 
important is that it is both, and this can be made most accessible to us if we destroy the duality 
between mind and matter which has so firmly taken hold of our mind-set in the Western world. 
Descartes is most famous for acknowledging this dualism. He said that what we knew, came by 
rational constructs and by working with what was already a priori in us. This very fact severed 
us not only from the physical world in which we lived, but more absurdly, from our own bodies. 
Plato, even before Descartes, was guilty of positing this duality. For him, the body was only a 
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carrier of the soul, and our life's endeavor was to separate ourselves from this body as much as 
possible and achieve an existence primarily through mental reflection. 
If we go beyond the dichotomy between body and mind, we recognize the intricate and 
inseparable connections inherent in the bodily, physical world and in our minds. With Quantum 
Physics, we are forced to bridge a long-lived duality, and find the most true of worlds coming to 
us through the senses, not from "behind the veil" of the senses. If science has in the past failed 
to recognize this, we must now take the responsibility of seeing ourselves in the world: 
While all building stones for the world picture are furnished by the senses, 
while the world picture itself is and remains for everyone a construct of his 
mind and apart from it has no demonstrable existence, the mind itself 
remains a stranger in this picture, it has no place in it, and can nowhere be 
found in it. (Schrodinger 216) 
Friedrich Nietzsche who had, himself, little patience with any discipline or institution 
which relied completely on reason, affirms the multiplicity of existence and our sentient 
involvement in it: 
... whether all existence is not [by itself] essentially actively engaged in 
interpretation- that cannot be decided even by the most industrious and 
most scrupulously conscientious analysis and self-examination of the intel-
lect; for in the course of this analysis the human intellect cannot avoid seeing 
itself in its own perspectives, and only in these. We cannot look around our 
own comer ... But I should think that today we are at least far from the 
ridiculous immodesty that would be involved in decreeing from our comer 
that perspectives are permitted only from this comer. Rather has the world 
become "infinite" for us all over again, inasmuch as we cannot reject the 
possibility that it may include infinite interpretations. Once more we are 
seized by a great shudder; but who would feel inclined immediately to deify 
again after the old manner this monster of an unknown world? 
(Nietzsche 336) 
Nietzsche's "shudder" is not unlike the tremor caused by the insights of quantum theory. If 
the quantum position admits a many-worlds world, then it relies upon an underlying indetermi-
nacy which peoples and disciplines, alike, have tried for all of history to obliterate. We cannot be 
truly certain of anything but our own experience. We know the world as it strikes us, but for it to 
------- -
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strike us, must we choose it? If we must, we are truly responsible for the world, and this is the 
shudder of which Nietzsche speaks. We can no longer deny chance and indeterminacy within an 
ever-changing, dynamic world. Many shudder when they alone are the determining factor in their 
world. 
The way in which we know of this multiple history /world is first by subatomic particles, and 
then by the application of this knowledge to what these subatomic particles constitute, the mate-
rial/ spiritual world. If we shine a laser beam through one of two extremely narrow slits, we can 
delineate the distinct places it arrives at on a sheet of metal, or a wall, some distance x from the 
slit. When we cover that slit, and shine the laser through the previously covered one, we find that 
some photons arrived in places where the previous one also had. Yet when we offer the photon 
the choice of two slits, it does not arrive in some of the places where it did when it was offered only 
one path. 
This means, in one sense, that both options participated in the event of the photon not 
arriving. It also means, in another sense, that where we focused on position of arrival, we were 
less sure of position of travel. Where there is one distinct result in the present, there were many 
indistinct and non-singular scenarios in the past which contributed to the present result-hence, 
indeterminacy. Since two different paths made up the photon's history, mustn't more than one 
possibility exist even in the present where the observer found a "no arrival"? If this is so, then we, 
as the observers, must have chosen one result, and must have participated in the indefinite nature 
of the world. 
Further support for the notion of multiple histories, thus indeterminacy, lies in the polariza-
tion of photons directed into a beam-splitter and given one or two options to reach a defined 
destination. First, in setting up a design by which we can observe this photon, we have begun the 
process of actualizing a result, of taking a measurement, and of participating in the outcome. A 
diagonally oriented photon is sent through a horizontally oriented path, and the vertical passage 
is blocked. The diagonal becomes a horizontal. Is this because we made it horizontal by offering 
it only this one way? The same happens when done by the vertical path. But when we give 
credence to the multiplicity in the world, and allow the diagonal photon the option of two paths, 
it behaves in its fullest, most individual way, and stays diagonal. 
Somehow both options can be retained in the history of the diagonal as being in part its 
present state. Yet, if all matter exists in many states at one time, then the fact that we know the 
photon in one state-diagonal-suggests that we have defied the real state of things, and made 
one event clear when many are possible. When we allowed the photon two paths, it took them; 
when we placed an end point where we could determine its property of polarization, we chose a 
state. 
The theory of indeterminacy simply shows us, in such experiments, that where we try to 
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determine a world, we must acknowledge the many worlds which existed in the past, in order to 
have a choice of one. Furthermore, we must recognize that we ourselves chose that world. For 
if many were, many are . 
... such multiplicity of causal schemes is the reflection of the circumstance 
that a single object of experience, like an ordinary body, can be a system of 
thermodynamics and of statistical mechanics at the same time. A similar 
multiplicity is apparent in the choice we have of regarding a given object as 
a set of mass points, a rigid body, or a charge distribution in an electromag-
netic field .. .it is a reminder that the facets of reality are numerous .... The 
causally evolving states are not immediately tied to single observations; 
they refer ... to aggregates of observations. (Margenau 416-418) 
If quantum theory shows us multiple worlds, and the theory of indeterminacy confirms this, 
then quantum theory also shows us the participation of the observer with the observed, and 
requires that we question our previous rejection of sense knowledge for purely logical reasoning. 
We can safely say now that the senses are not a veil behind which the world lies in waiting. 
Even as we live, we measure. The scientific experiment which strives to define by instrument 
and observation is an analogy, if not a paradox, of how we, as humans, live in the world. When 
I speak to my fellow beings, sit at this table and type, walk to the train, or gaze into the sky I am 
always choosing, at that moment, one of many moments. And in this way I make my world. Our 
sensory experiences of the world happen within the complex matrix of many worlds and give to 
us most directly the individual worlds which exist at the moment we choose to act, to think, to live. 
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